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East Riding of Yorkshire Council will:
Neglected buildings and badly altered buildings:
 Encourage improved design and construction standards that enhance
the town’s unique historic character;
 Work with owners to bring buildings back into productive use;
 Ensure alterations harmonise with, or complement neighbouring
properties, where that property is of an appropriate design;
 Encourage appropriate sustainable development, including making
buildings more energy efficient, where appropriate;
 Develop a new shopfront, commercial frontage and signage guide to
promote best practice;
 Monitor buildings and land for vacancy, neglect and deterioration,
(annually);
 Undertake enforcement as needed;
 Withdraw some permitted development rights by introducing an
Article 4 Direction(s), if deemed appropriate.
Poor signage:
 Encourage improved advertising and signage through the planning
process and develop a signage guide to promote best practice;
 Integrate and reduce road signage where possible;
 Ensure traffic safety and control measures harmonise with the
character of the conservation area;
 Undertake enforcement as needed.
 Improve way marking, signage and links to the industrial heritage of
the port and canal.

Public realm and open space:
 Improve the public realm and pedestrian/cycling infrastructure;
 Seek to achieve better integration between the operational requirements
of the port and preservation of the historic streetscape;
 Seek to secure greater use and improvement for key public spaces
 Provide consistent and well-designed waste bin coverage and improve
street cleaning rotas;
 Deliver improvements as set out in the Local Transport Plan (2011-2026);
 Preserve existing trees within the Conservation Area and encourage
appropriate tree and other planting schemes that contribute to the street
scene.
Promote:
 Promote the conservation area as a place for culture and leisure activities;
 Promote the area’s industrial/maritime heritage as a focus for activities.
 Use improvements to the public realm to promote industrial heritage.
Engage:
 Consult with the community, local businesses, landowners and other key
stakeholders on the approach set out in this document.
Monitor:
 Monitor the ongoing condition of the conservation area.
Maintain:
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Better co-ordinate council maintenance to enhance the conservation area.
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Executive summary
Why is it needed?
This draft management and maintenance plan (MMP) for Goole Town
Conservation Area examines the issues affecting the conservation area and
presents measures that East Riding of Yorkshire Council, working with its
partners, will take to address them. Part 1 outlines why an MMP is
needed and how the document has been developed. Part 2 of this
document outlines the significance of the conservation area.
The conservation area is currently identified as being “At Risk” by Historic
England. This MMP is a fundamental means of addressing the reasons for
this adverse designation and sets out a number of measures to ensure that
the conservation area will no longer be considered “At Risk” in the future.
Part 3 sets out how the MMP has been developed. This document was
initially created through the Coastal Communities Team initiative in 2016,
as part of a wider strategy to improve the central area of Goole and is
designed to enhance and improve the conservation area. The combination
of several initiatives will have a material positive impact on the town and in
particular the conservation area as a whole.

Figure 1 Boothferry Road Shop Fronts

Items to be addressed
The Goole Conservation Area Appraisal identified the following main areas of
focus, which this document addresses:

Community consultation
The engagement of residents, property owners and businesses will be
critical in future efforts to improve the conservation area. In developing
the MMP further, the council will engage closely with local representatives
and include a process of public consultation. Future actions will be
developed in consultation with local stakeholders, primarily through the
Goole Local Growth Partnership, (which includes the Coastal
Communities Team), Goole Town Council and Goole Civic Society.
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The town’s port and industrial development;
Migration of the town’s centre away from the original historic
commercial area around Aire Street;
Neglected buildings and inappropriate alterations;
Little appreciation of the waterfront;
Few and unwelcoming green open spaces.

The following issues which impact on the conservation area are also
considered in this document:





Poor advertising and signage, (a project to review and improve
pedestrian and cycle signage is included in the Goole Local Cycling and
Walking Infrastructure Plan);
Poorly co-ordinated and unsympathetic public realm;
Parts of the town centre difficult to access for pedestrians and cyclists,
(Several attempts to allow shared use of the Boothferry Rd
pedestrianised area have so far met with strong objections);
The significance of port and port-related traffic and operations in
defining the character of the conservation area and the impact of
improved road links between the port, town centre and major
employment sites

Figure 3 Clock Tower

How we will address these items
This document sets out the parameters under which the council will address these issues over the next 10 years (2019-2029). This takes into account the regeneration plans for Goole and represents a more coordinated approach within the council, ensuring compliance with planning
and licencing regulations and engaging the community to act as positive
champions for the conservation area. This is set out in Parts 4 and 5. The
Appendices provide more information about the conservation area and
the process of adopting this document.

Figure 2 Former Railway Buildings Stanhope Street
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Part 1: Introduction
Why do we need a management plan?
Goole Town Conservation Area was designated in November 2011, in
recognition of the special character of the late Georgian and early
Victorian part of the planned town, along with two other areas, part of
Hook Road and South Dock. In 2014 the conservation area was placed on
the Heritage at Risk Register. The council is pursuing measures aimed at
ensuring Goole Town Conservation Area will no longer be considered at
risk. In recent years bids have been made to both the Heritage Lottery
Fund for a Townscape Heritage Initiative scheme (in 2012) and to Historic
England for Heritage Action Zone status (in 2017). Both schemes aimed
to restore and enhance part of the conservation area, centred around the
earliest surviving buildings along Aire Street and in the adjoining area,
through a programme of grants to property owners and public realm
improvement. Neither of these bids were successful, largely due to the
impact of a very weak property market, which has meant that the return
on public sector investment could not be established with any certainty.
The development of strategic employment sites (Goole 36 and Capitol
Park) and their designation as Enterprise Zones has created a new context,
which is enabling other funding opportunities to be pursued, including
Local Enterprise Partnership funding.

Figure 4 - Boothferry Road – eastern end looking east c.1900

However, even if successful, these programmes will only provide a limited
source of financial support. In the absence of a significant amount of public
funding and faced with increasing numbers of vacant properties, it is
considered even more important to establish a long-term approach to
managing, enhancing and monitoring the conservation area. This should
help to create an element of future certainty and encourage current
owners and private developers to invest more in the town. It is for these
reasons that the council has drawn up this plan.

Scope and status of the plan
The MMP sets out a strategic framework for management actions and its
purpose is to help co-ordinate the activities of all involved. The MMP
works within the council’s Local Plan (East Riding Local Plan) which sets out
planning policies to guide development. The successful implementation of
the MMP and achievement of its objectives will depend to a large extent
upon participation and partnership. It is intended that the plan is adopted
by the council through the appropriate committee process. The adoption
process is outlined in Appendix 1.
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The MMP is not a statutory document and it does not diminish the
responsibility of any agency or individual. The plan will continue to inform
and respond to other policies and management proposals relating to the
area.

This plan sets out the way in which the Goole Town Conservation Area
will be managed, in line with advice contained in the Historic England
Guidance Note Understanding Place: Conservation Area Designation, Appraisal
and Management. This MMP is also informed by an assessment of the
current condition of the conservation area, which has identified the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the conservation area.

Preparation and structure of the plan

An updated survey undertaken in September 2018 has added to the data
collected in 2016.

This conservation management and maintenance plan follows the same
approach taken to the plan prepared for Bridlington
https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/environment/planning-and-buildingcontrol/planning-in-conservation-areas/conservation-area-managementplans/

This assessment has identified the need to reiterate local and national
policies, guidance and strategies which are designed to protect, sustain,
enhance and better reveal the significance of the Goole Town
Conservation Area.

It is broken down into five further parts covering:






the significance of the conservation area;
the development of the management and maintenance plan;
managing the conservation area;
maintaining and monitoring the conservation area; and
appendices containing further information.

Figure 6 Boat Hoist an Accumulator Tower – South Dock – Listed grade II

Figure 5 The Police Station – Estcourt Terrace – Listed grade II
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Goole Town Conservation Area - SWOT analysis
Strengths

Weaknesses





















Buildings of architectural and historic significance
The docks and river side setting
Key views: clock tower, Aire Street, St John the Evangelist, water towers
Retention of some rare vernacular architectural features
Thriving working port
Historical uniqueness of planned port and town
Good transportation links
Forms part of the defined town centre and proximity to the main retail
core
A proactive Civic Society
A developed Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) for
Goole

Poor quality replacement and infill development in the mid-20th century
Considerable alteration to building features, façades and shopfronts
Relatively low property values
Some buildings vacant and some in poor condition, or both
Lack of regular maintenance to buildings
Lack of awareness and appreciation of the historic environment
Perception of excessive highways signage, equipment and infrastructure, including poorly sited CCTV equipment
Migration of the town centre away from the earliest commercial area of the
town
No obvious or welcoming pedestrian route through the area and insufficient
pedestrian/cycle links with other parts of the town
Lack of appreciation of the waterfront
Absence of open space






Opportunities

Threats


















Property improvements to enhance group value
Selective redevelopment or removal of buildings and features that detract
Improvement of street scene to stimulate and support development
Improvement or removal of inappropriate signage
Potential to open up the historic parts of the docks to new, public uses
Opportunities for increased and more varied leisure development
Improvement of open spaces (clock roundabout, station forecourt,
churchyard, area around Market Hall and Council Offices)
Improvement of shopfront design standards/reversal of poor alterations
Increased knowledge and pride about local history
Population growth
Re-connection of the town to the water front

Inappropriate development within the conservation area
Lack of investment and increasing levels of vacancy
Inappropriate changes to individual buildings (such as façade and shopfront alterations), loss of local vernacular
Reduced maintenance of buildings due to longer-term vacancy, especially on
Aire Street
Speculative property developers taking advantage of low property values
Level of flood resilience in some areas
Market closure
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Part 2: Significance of the conservation area
Goole Town Conservation Area was designated in November 2011,
following a preliminary survey which confirmed that with only seven listed
buildings and a significant number of unprotected 19th century unlisted
ones, forming the survivors of the original planned port town, there was
enough to justify the designation. This would help to ensure their
continued preservation and also promote investment opportunities which
could assist in stimulating the area’s regeneration. The conservation area
contains some 192 properties and sites, most of which are commercial.
Goole is one of the East Riding’s three largest towns. Lying in the south
west of the area, close to the Humber Estuary and River Ouse and the
entrance to the canal network via the Aire and Calder Navigation, it
retains a large working port. The Port of Goole is one of the Humber
Ports complex, which is the 4th busiest in Europe and employs over 16,000
people (University of Hull Logistics Institute). Also situated adjacent to the
M62 and M18 motorways, close to Robin Hood Airport and on the TransPennine, (Liverpool to Hull) rail and freight routes, it is very important to
the region, as a distribution centre.

Figure 7 Aire Street - 2018

Figure 8 Aire Street c.1910

The town was formally established in 1826, from the creation of the port
at the head of the canal network and was bolstered by the coming of the
railway in 1848. The line originally terminated on Aire Street, the location
of Goole’s first railway station. The development of the town started
around Aire Street, Adam Street and Church Street where commercial
and civic activities predominated, with residential areas of tightly packed
cottages (such as Ouse Street and New George Street) in the areas
occupied by the current leisure centre and supermarkets. The expansion
of the port, the bridging of the Ouse by the railway and building of a new
railway station in 1869, radically changed the shape of the town. The
present-day town centre has developed north westwards in the later
Victorian period and lies along Boothferry Road, which is now the main
axis of the town. The conservation area has sought to encompass these
10

historic areas, which incorporate the earliest surviving buildings and a
substantial part of the later mid to late Victorian and Edwardian expansion.

outside the conservation area boundary. However, these structures are
quite prominent due to their size and extent, even from further afar. A
substantial group of surviving dockside structures are located within the
Goole South Dock Conservation Area, which is not covered by this plan.

The oldest remaining historic buildings date from the early 19th century and
formed the nucleus of the early civic area forming the port offices and the
courts and theatre. Built in the 1820’s this grouping of buildings at the
southern end of Aire Street and on Adam, Cross and Chapel Streets
contain the highest concentration of listed buildings (six entries). 2 Adam
Street, Adam Street Garage and adjacent building on Adam Street, Former
Lock Up (Petty Motors) Cross Street, The Lowther, Royal Hotel and
Mackintosh Public Houses and No. 11 Aire Street. Aire Street was the
principal commercial street and although retail, civic and office activity have
moved north and west through the late 19th and the 20th centuries, the
buildings have largely survived, although many are altered and now vacant.

The key structures include the Ouse and Victoria Lock, the historic dry
dock, the coal waggon hoist and the two water towers (all grade II listed).
Further away but still quite visible is the unique boat hoist (grade II*) and
accumulator tower (grade II) that transferred coal from the distinctive
barge boats, locally known as ‘Tom Puddings’ into seagoing vessels. The
hoist and accumulator tower were first restored in the mid 1990’s and
have had further planned restoration within the last three years.
The tall water towers, boat hoist and other dock structures give Goole a
distinctive industrial skyline which is very different from the setting of
other towns in the East Riding. They have become icons of the town and
feature in many photographs.

There has, of course, been a cycle of continual renewal and replacement of
properties in the town over the decades, most notably the loss of
residential areas adjacent to North Street and in Wesley Square to slum
clearance, and their redevelopment for retail and leisure. Substantial parts
of both of these areas now lie outside the conservation area boundary.
The area within the conservation area boundary is predominately
traditional, with its roots firmly secured in the styles of the 19th and early
20th century and follows the original road pattern established by the mid19th century. The extent of surviving Victorian architecture from its
heyday, dominates the character of the town with the most notable
examples being the Church of St John the Evangelist (grade II), Market Hall,
Clock Tower, former Court House, Victorian Arcade, Council Offices,
Police Station/Magistrates Court (grade II) and several banks, company
head offices and other civic buildings.

The conservation area can be defined as predominantly urban with a hard
streetscape, softened only by the occasional tree, historically located
within the churchyard and more recently planted in the pedestrianised
section of Boothferry Road. This new planting is doing very well and the
trees, which are now some 20 years old, have established a significant
presence and transformed what was previously a very harsh urban street
scape. The principal streets, Boothferry Road, Aire Street and North
Street are wide, which stresses their importance and reduces the sense of
enclosure, created by the tall 19th century structures. The smaller streets
radiating east from the Clock Tower are narrower and have a greater
sense of enclosure and the buildings are generally smaller. This contrasts
strongly with the openness created by the docks and the area around the
church.

Very important to Goole’s character is its surviving industrial built
heritage. Most of this lies within the port area, which adjoins, but is just
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Part 3: Developing the management and maintenance plan
Regeneration Plans
East Riding of Yorkshire Council has had a programme of regeneration in
Goole for the past 20 years. The most significant economic element of
these plans has been realised with the development of Capitol Park and
Goole 36 employment sites to the north and west of the town. However,
this in itself will not regenerate the town centre, or tackle pockets of
entrenched deprivation in some neighbourhoods, without further
intervention. The Goole Renaissance Plan (2010) ‘Port in Green Fields’ set
out comprehensive proposals for the town’s regeneration, including
developments for the conservation area. One key finding, in line with the
conservation area appraisal, was the disconnection with the town’s historic
industrial port area. The migration of the town centre away from Aire
Street has resulted in a loss of function in this area. It is this area that has
the concentration of listed buildings and distinctive views, but also a high
percentage of buildings in disrepair and a high level of vacancy. The spaces
between buildings are often degraded and, for the narrower streets in
particular, this can make the area feel uninviting especially at night time.
The changes made within the port estate have also impinged on the area,
for example the large sheds on Stanhope Street and Victoria Lock and the
concrete wall and fencing on Aire Street.
Since then, the designation of the conservation area and its ‘At Risk’ status,
have highlighted the need for a specific focus on heritage. East Riding of
Yorkshire Council will encourage and enable the regeneration of the Aire
Street area through the development of leisure uses and the establishment
of a multi-use cultural quarter and particularly those uses that have the
potential to align with the port. As part of this process the council will use
the full range of powers to ensure appropriate outcomes for the
conservation area.
Figure 9 The two water towers – Listed grade II
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Key themes for managing the conservation area
In developing this MMP, East Riding of Yorkshire Council has identified the
initial key themes set out below. It is proposed to conduct a process of
consultation with a range of stakeholders and individuals to refine these
themes.










Stakeholder involvement is critical for the achievement of objectives in
the plan.
Engagement of key land and property owners is a continual process.
There is an opportunity for greater engagement of the local business
community and the port operator and users in the management of the
conservation area.
The conservation area’s general condition needs to be periodically
monitored and assessed to prevent erosion of authenticity and
integrity. So far this has been done in 2016 and 2018.
There is a need to minimise damage to the fabric and character of the
conservation area from incremental change and vacancy within key
properties.
Initiatives to encourage new uses within the conservation area should
recognise and take into account its special (industrial) heritage.
There is a need to manage the volume and type of all modes of traffic
passing through and around the town centre, the impacts this has and
the extent that this impedes the management of other issues.
There is a need to manage the amount and location of parking facilities,
to minimise disruption to the character of the conservation area, whilst
balancing the needs of residents, businesses and users.
Goole benefits from a good public transport infrastructure, but lacks a
coherent strategy for pedestrians and cyclists, however, the Goole
LCWIP provides the basis for such a strategy moving forward.

Figure 10 Boothferry Road eastern end looking west c.1910

Figure 11 The Market Hall- Estcourt Terrace
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Part 4: How we will manage the conservation area
As one would expect for a town centre location and an operational freight
port, land is owned by a variety of private and public organisations and
individuals, who should therefore, be represented when considering the
management of the conservation area. There is also a much wider
community with interest in the conservation area: residents of the town,
users of the facilities it provides and people who work there. As such, the
engagement of the local community in protection and management is of
great importance.

Stakeholders
The council has responsibility for a range of issues affecting the
conservation area, such as housing, planning, and transport and for
employment and skills. Community involvement and engagement is
pursued through regular communication, via such groups as the Local
Growth Partnership, which is being evolved from the existing Renaissance
Partnership. Particular interest in the conservation area is held by the
Goole Civic Society which was formed in 2011, after designation of the
conservation area. The Civic Society is very active and regular meetings
are held (every six months) with the Planning and Development
Management Service to discuss issues and monitor development. The
Civic Society will be a key partner in delivering many of the aspirations of
the CAMMP. Associated British Ports, as the port owner, are a key
stakeholder as some of the port perimeter and two operational accesses
bound the conservation area.

Planning and regeneration
The legal basis for planning in conservation areas and for listed buildings
can be found in the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990. A number of government policies also set out the means by which
the council can manage the conservation area. The main policies are:

National planning policies

The Government’s National Planning Policy Framework1 (NPPF), which was
introduced in 2012, is the framework for planning policy in the UK. This
has been revised and updated in 2018. At the heart of the NPPF is a
presumption in favour of sustainable development. Keeping heritage assets
in use (re-enforced in the 2018 version), is one of the most sustainable
forms of development, as it avoids the consumption of building materials
and energy in the construction of replacement buildings and the generation
of waste from demolition. Areas of the NPPF that are especially relevant
for the management of Goole Town conservation area are: Requiring good
design, Conserving and enhancing the historic environment and Meeting the
challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change.
Further details can be found at: http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/.

Figure 12 Belgravia - looking south

1
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www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6077/2116950.pdf

Local planning policies

yard and the buildings on the north side of Stanhope Street (former garage,
rear elevation of Iceland store, the tyre depot and the vacant site of the
former Customs House).

At the local level, the East Riding Local Plan sets out a long-term plan for
development, including, enhancing and conserving the area’s heritage. The
East Riding Local Plan was adopted in 2016. Specific policies that include
Goole Town conservation area include:

Individual buildings or sites which have a detrimental effect, include the
library on Carlisle Street (only for its utilitarian design which is out of
keeping with the character of the conservation area as it is a well-used and
valued public building); former Oasis/Vision Night Club and the
telecommunication installations on the Old Post Office on Victoria Street;
former Kingdom Hall and adjoining car sales yard on Estcourt Street;
modern altered and vacant buildings on the western section of Boothferry
Road 83 (84-90, 124-130, TSB bank); the vacant plot adjacent to Railway
Buildings on the eastern side of Mariners Street and the service yard to
the supermarkets backing onto Aire Street.

S3: Focussing development
S5: Delivering housing development
S7: Delivering retail development
S8: Connecting people and places
ENV2: Promoting a high quality landscape
ENV3: Valuing our heritage
A4: Goole and Humberhead Levels sub area
Specific to the conservation area, the Goole Conservation Area Appraisal
(adopted in 2011), identifies its special interest and that of the other two
conservation areas in Goole designated at the same time.

Neglected buildings are also a significant detractor within the conservation
area. For example: 27 to 39, 62 the taxi office and Macintosh Arms on Aire
Street: the buildings on Chapel Street, Adam Street and Cross Street, (an
area identified as a positive contributor due to the listed status of many of
the buildings); the former Yorkshire Electric building on Mariner’s Street
and the Arcade between North Street and Victoria Street.

Other relevant council policies and strategies relate to trees, flood risk,
renewable energy, climate change, the local economy, and culture.
Council policies can be found at www2.eastriding.gov.uk/environment/planning-and-building-control

Enhancing the conservation area
The Conservation Area Appraisal did not identify areas where groups of
buildings have a detrimental contribution, because of their design and
appearance, rather than their condition. It is important these are identified
so that opportunities for improvement are highlighted. These detrimental
elements can be divided into groups and individual buildings and sites.
In terms of groups the most notable are the modern or much altered shop
units to the north of the pedestrianised section of Boothferry Road (5 to
11, 25/27 and 41 to 57), including the exposed rear elevations and service

Figure 13 Arcade, North Street
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There are also a number of buildings and spaces which detract from the
conservation area but immediately adjoin its boundaries. Most notable of
these are:








order to address the issues, including neglect, that currently affect the
conservation area.
The council recognises that community engagement with residents,
property owners, businesses and visitors, is vital in order to maintain and
enhance the appearance of the conservation area. The council will
therefore consult to determine where the biggest potential for
improvements is.

the shop units and space in front at Mariner’s Court and adjacent Tyre
depot and industrial uses to the west of Mariner’s Street and
Coronation Street
the rear of the modern retail buildings on Wesley Square
warehouse to the south of Stanhope Street
walls to the docks on Aire Street and St John’s Street (boundary of the
conservation area)
the buildings to the east of Pasture Road (2 &2A)
buildings along North Street, Victoria Street, Carlisle Street, Estcourt
Street and the views across Estcourt Street car park, and
the side of the leisure Centre and adjoining dock buildings along Adam
Street (warehouse on Victoria Lock).

In any case the council will:











Figure 14 View blocked by large shed on the docks behind Adam Street

Opportunities to address issues within the conservation area and on the
approaches to, and adjoining its boundaries, should be taken when they
arise. In addition to securing improvements to buildings and spaces, the
points below set out the approach that the council proposes to take in
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work with stakeholders to establish a clear vision and coordinated plan
for the future development of the conservation area;
ensure that new buildings and alterations to existing buildings
harmonise with or complement their historic neighbours in scale, style
and use of materials, (providing the neighbouring building is
appropriately designed and suitably detailed);
Work proactively with owners and prospective owners wishing to
develop empty and underused property for new uses, including clear
signposting to advice on, for example, incorporating flood resilience;
encourage owners to re-instate lost features and detailing and
encourage retention and repair of existing ones;
make environmental improvements, for example, by retaining, reusing
or reinstating historic paving materials, improving hard landscaping,
sympathetic landscaping and planting, or removing unsightly elements
such as hoardings and badly designed barriers or street furniture,
where appropriate;
reduce road signs and markings as far as possible, in keeping with the
character of the street and improve signage and information for all
users including links to areas of interest outside the conservation area;
control the position and design of advertisements and shop signs;
ensure that traffic safety and control measures harmonise with the
townscape;
monitor all buildings, especially those which are vacant or partially
occupied, for neglect and deterioration, and, where appropriate use its
general planning powers to serve a Section 215 notice on the owner








(or occupier) of any land or building whose condition is adversely
affecting the amenity of the area;
encourage owners to carry out works to maintain buildings in good
repair and seek innovative ideas to help with this;
where appropriate, take action to secure urgent works to arrest the
deterioration of any vacant listed building;
where appropriate, take action to secure the preservation of a vacant
listed building by serving a Repairs Notice on the owner;
develop a shopfront, commercial frontage and advert design guide to
promote best practice, which could later be adopted as a
Supplementary Planning Document;
improve facilities for pedestrians and cyclists to improve access to all
areas of the town centre;
disseminate guidance and policies relating to the control of pigeons and
monitor the issue.

There are concentrations of trees along Boothferry Road, in the North
Street car park and in the churchyard. The mature trees around the edge
of the churchyard are an important feature of the area and are important
to the setting of the listed church. The churchyard offers an opportunity
for improvement, including additional tree planting. However, it is
understood burials were carried out there, until the graveyard was closed
in the 1870’s and a new cemetery opened on Hook Road. This may limit
the area available for new tree planting, or make additional planting difficult
to accommodate.
The management of trees on the highway in the Goole Town
Conservation Area is the direct responsibility of the council as the Local
Highway Authority. In general, highway trees are maintained on a regular
basis in order to allow the free passage of traffic and pedestrians. All of the
trees in the council’s control are recorded on a computer-based tree
inventory and regular inspections are undertaken to assess tree condition
and to schedule works.

Open spaces and public realm

In the last fifty years or so hard landscaping has been increased and green
spaces reduced, partially as a result of reduced budgets for the
maintenance of ornamental floral displays. Hanging displays and planters
managed by Goole Town Council are a prominent feature of the
pedestrianised section of Boothferry Road and trees in planters have been
introduced by the building owners on Aire Street. There is the possibility
of adding to this soft landscaping through initiatives such as ‘Goole in
Bloom’.

Open spaces are rare within Goole Town Conservation Area. There is
therefore a need to protect these spaces, treat them sympathetically and
to maximise their benefit to the conservation area and its users. There has
been no strategic approach to public spaces. Whilst some areas have seen
some improvements, others seem to have been designed to comply with
engineering considerations, showing little consideration for aesthetics and
urban coherence, nor for the character of the conservation area.
Hard landscaping should be improved, as development opportunities arise,
reducing the confusing variety of hard surfaces. Using more traditional
materials should help to unify and improve the character of the street
scene and make it more in keeping with the Victorian character of the
area.

The council will seek where possible to soften this hard landscape with the
selection of trees and planting that are suitable for the urban environment
in appropriate areas, as opportunities arise, using low maintenance designs
and species. This will, where appropriate, be done in partnership with
others. Underground utility services and footpath widths limit where new
tree planting, directly into the ground, may be possible and the opportunity
to secure on street planters, may be an opportunity to increase on street
trees.

Trees, landscaping and open space
Goole conservation area is largely a ‘hard’ urban landscape, with few trees
and green spaces and currently of limited ecological interest.
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The council will seek to encourage the creation of additional areas of
public open space and maximise the impact of new landscaping in any
development opportunities, providing these are not to the detriment of
the historic interest or character of the conservation area.

Encouraging the development of a more diverse range of leisure activities
is a core component in the regeneration of Goole town centre, along with
the establishment of a tea time economy and encouragement of a more
diverse night time economy. It will be critical to ensure that the public
realm is managed, so that there are no adverse effects resulting from
overspill from businesses, in terms of displays and outdoor seating areas, as
these uses develop. The economic benefits are to be welcomed, but this
should be managed to ensure it benefits, rather than detracts, from the
character of the conservation area. Conservation area status should be
used to encourage a push towards high quality shopfronts, careful design of
outdoor seating areas and appropriate signage. Minimising visual street
clutter will allow the architecture of the buildings and public spaces to be
more in the public eye and more easily appreciated. There are significant
opportunities for the council to take a co-ordinated approach to such
enhancements as the town’s regeneration proceeds.

Reducing street ‘clutter’
Street clutter, such as signage, barriers, street furniture and
advertisements, can negatively affect conservation areas. This can be a
greater problem if choice is poor and installation uncoordinated. In
concert with volunteers and community feedback, the council will monitor
the situation with a view to reducing the amount of unnecessary street
furniture and signs where possible. The use of smaller or low key
alternatives and replacing existing with more appropriate designs, where
possible and expedient, will be encouraged. A comprehensive signing audit
is required before removing, relocating or redesigning signs, to avoid
compromising highway safety.

Street lighting and CCTV
The council has a duty to provide street lighting that delivers and maintains
a safe highway network for all to use, reducing accidents and the fear of
crime. Within the conservation area, there is considerable inconsistency of
standards, particularly of twentieth-century alterations. In future the
council will seek to introduce appropriate and coherent lighting
throughout the conservation area, in line with replacement programmes.
Subject to technical approval, non-standard highway fittings may be used,
such as decorative or heritage style lanterns and / or columns where
appropriate when planning highway improvements. The council will also
make efforts to reduce the impact of CCTV installations on the
conservation area and seek to locate new and re-locate existing cameras in
discrete locations, using up to date and unobtrusive equipment. The
CCTV cameras located on the Clock Tower, a focal point in the centre of
the town, is an example of the adverse impact on the historic environment
that such installations can have.
Where appropriate, new signs, street lights and street furniture should be
more coherent and relate better to this specific environment - it should
also be of a timeless quality so that it will not look out dated within a short
time.

Figure 15 Boothferry Road Pedestrian Zone - looking west
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Traffic management and highways

Traffic congestion and open surface car parking can have an adverse effect
on the character of an area. Therefore future proposals for highway
developments must take the impact on the conservation area into account.
Indeed, proposals should use the opportunity to enhance the conservation
area and its approaches:

Traffic management
The primary duties and responsibilities to maintain the highway and
transport network are set out in the Highways Act and other related
legislation.2



The council uses a structured asset management approach to inform,
manage, maintain, improve or replace its highways and transport facilities in
compliance with the legal and regulatory requirements, including roads,
paths, cycle routes, parking facilities, street lighting, street furniture, trees,
and maps.



Improvements to car parking areas on Estcourt Street could make a
significant difference to the environment adjoining the Conservation
Area.
Sustainable methods of transport should get higher priority, to make
the area more accessible for pedestrians and cyclists, maximise the
availability of existing car parking areas and minimise the need for
additional parking areas.

Sustainable Transport
A Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) has been developed for Goole, prioritising key routes for investment and including a
three year programme of minor projects. The process is explained on the
Council's
Website:
https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/council/plans-andpolicies/other-plans-and-policies-information/transport/local-transportplan/ There has been significant investment in pedestrian and cycle facilities through the Local Sustainable Transport project and additional funding
from the Humber Local Enterprise partnership (LEP). This has included
creation or improvement of cycle routes along Hook Road, Bridge Street,
Lower Bridge Street, Normandy Way, Larsen Road and Tom Pudding
Way. Additional cycle parking has been installed in the Town centre, along
Pasture Road and at the Railway Station.

Highways
East Riding of Yorkshire Council inspects highways for defects on a regular
schedule. In future the council will use recommended guidance, such as the
Historic England ‘Streets for All’ manual and other best practice when
designing improvements to the highway where appropriate and cost
effective.3

Figure 16 The Clock Tower

2

More information can be found at http://www.legislation.gov.uk//.

3
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www.historicengland.org.uk/advice/caring-for-heritage/streets-for-all/.

Goole is a relatively recently designated conservation area, and as such, the
current design of highways can impact negatively. As routine highway
maintenance is scheduled, and as far as budgets allow, the council will use
the opportunity to enhance the conservation area. In particular, the council
will seek to co-ordinate improvements when opportunities arise, to
achieve greater impact in relation to highways. For example, where
possible, more appropriate paving materials will be used and yellow lines
will be painted in a style which is narrower and paler and lessens their
impact.

•

•

Goole is split by the Doncaster to Hull railway line and there is an
opportunity not just to improve the amenity of this area, but to improve
the pedestrian friendliness of this traffic dominated area. Improved under
passes, barriers and materials can help here, as would the introduction of
better pedestrian facilities to the west of the level crossing on Boothferry
Road and Pasture Road.

•

•

At the eastern end of Boothferry Road the Clock Tower roundabout is a
significant impediment to pedestrian movement and the presence of traffic
and the measures needed for safety in this area, impact significantly. A
scheme to add pedestrian space in this area and redirect traffic could
produce significant improvement to pedestrian flows towards North
Street, Aire Street and the Carlisle Street areas and help to integrate to
several small pedestrian areas and open spaces in this area.

Restrictions and enforcement
There are tighter planning controls and obligations within conservation
areas. An outline is provided below, but full details are available from the
Planning Portal at www.planningportal.gov.uk.

A greener environment

Alterations, additions and extensions to unlisted non-dwelling
houses (such as flats, shops and other business premises)

East Riding of Yorkshire Council is committed to managing the
environment in a sustainable manner and working towards carbon
neutrality. The council is equally committed to the careful management and
reuse of existing resources. For example “the embodied energy in the
brickwork of a Victorian terraced house is equivalent to that needed to
drive a car five times around the world”4. Within the conservation area
these ambitions can be advanced through:
4

Building materials: the production, use and disposal of building
materials have a major environmental impact. In 1995 for example 10%
of UK CO2 emissions were related to the manufacture and transport
of building materials. Therefore the council will promote the use of
appropriate traditional building materials (typically with a low embodied
energy) and the use of locally sourced and reclaimed materials.
Energy efficiency: the council will ensure that new properties and
alterations where controlled, at a minimum meet the energy efficiency
standards as set out in the Building Regulations.
Renewable energy: if appropriately designed and located, measures
such as biomass boilers, solar or photo voltaic panels, could be
introduced into the conservation area (subject to Planning Permission
where necessary). It is important to locate solar and photovoltaic
panels unobtrusively to avoid an adverse impact on the roof scape of
the conservation area.
Sustainable transport; promoting greener methods of traffic will
improve the air quality in the town centre and open up more street
space for alternative uses.

If any proposed works materially affect the external appearance of the
building, and they are not classed as permitted development, then planning
permission may be required. Such works can include replacing roofing
materials with another material, and replacing doors, windows and
shopfronts with ones of a different style, design and material.

Heritage Counts, English Heritage (2003).
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Alterations, additions and extensions to listed buildings

the NPPF and East Riding Local Plan. Access to new developments should
prioritise sustainable modes of transport.

Any works involving demolition of a listed building or its alteration or
extension, in any manner which would affect its character as a building of
special architectural or historic interest, requires listed building consent. It
is a criminal offence to carry out any such work without listed building
consent and could result in a heavy fine or even imprisonment. Owners
may also be required to reinstate the building to its former state. The
council will pursue prosecutions for unauthorised works to listed buildings,
if it is considered to be in the public interest to do so.

Advertisements and signs
In conservation areas, in addition to normal advertisement requirements,
all illuminated advertisements (except for those indicating medical supplies
or services) require consent. The design of new signage is expected to be
of a high quality, appropriate to the building it is to be displayed on and
should enhance the overall character and appearance of the area.

UPVC replacement windows

Illumination of buildings or features

Within the conservation area, UPVC replacement windows on the front of
unlisted buildings will generally be recommended for approval only where
they match the original windows very closely. Listed Building Consent for
UPVC replacement windows in listed buildings will not normally be
recommended for approval.

The illumination of buildings, (or parts thereof), can enhance the area and
particularly benefit the night time economy. Lighting systems should be
carefully chosen to achieve their objectives without creating light spill or
pollution. The light units themselves should be of an unobtrusive type and
should be mounted so as to minimise impact on the building or structure
and not obscure detailing or features. Modern technology has seen lights
become smaller and more energy efficient and the council will encourage
existing lighting to be replaced with such units where appropriate.

Demolition
Generally, planning permission is required for demolition within a
conservation area (listed buildings require Listed Building Consent – see
above). The main exceptions are:




Trees
All trees in a conservation area are protected where they have a stem
diameter greater than 75mm, when measured at 1.5m above ground level.
There are currently no Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) within the area.

partial demolition of an unlisted building;
demolition of small unlisted buildings of less than 115 cubic metres
(4,061 cubic feet) or any part of such a building;
demolition of unlisted walls, fences and railings less than 1m (3'3'') high,
where next to a public open space or highway (including a footpath or
bridleway) or less than 2m (6'7'') high elsewhere. Demolition of walls,
fences or railings in the curtilage of a listed building will need listed
building consent;

Enforcement
Effective enforcement is essential to ensure that inappropriate and
unauthorised development does not detract from the character and
appearance of the Goole conservation area. Breaches of the planning
regulations are dealt with by the council’s planning enforcement officers
and breaches of listed building consent are dealt with by the building
conservation team. The proposed monitoring of the condition of the
conservation area (see Part 6) should provide an early indication of cases
of inappropriate development which might lead to enforcement.

New development
Any new development should aim to preserve or enhance the character of
the conservation area, by sympathetic conversion and adaptation of
existing buildings and by good design of new buildings, as is emphasised in
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Article 4 Directions

In addition to enforcement notices, which can be used to tackle
inappropriate unauthorised development and works to listed buildings,
there are a number of other actions available which can be used to deal
with identified eyesore sites. These include discontinuance notices which
the council as local planning authority (LPA) can serve, in order to remove
an advertisement that is injuring the amenity of the area or is a danger to
the public. Other powers which are available include:-

The council will monitor the impact on the character and appearance of
the conservation area of current permitted development rights, (work
which does not normally require a specific grant of planning permission).
Where there is firm evidence to suggest that the exercise of these rights is
damaging the character or appearance of the conservation area, the
council will consider whether it would be in the public interest to restrict
certain specific permitted development rights in specific parts of the
conservation area, through the use of Article 4 Directions. This would mean
planning permission would be required for those works. The council will
introduce any restrictions only after consultation with affected properties
and the wider community, as it is vital that there is significant local support
for such measures.

Section 215 notices
Section 215 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 provides LPAs with
the power, in certain circumstances, to take steps requiring sites or
buildings to be tidied up when their condition adversely affects the amenity
of the area. LPAs also have powers under Section 219 to undertake the
clean-up works themselves and to recover the costs from the landowner.
Within the Goole Town Conservation Area, the council will use the above
powers where it is in the public interest to do so.

The following are those works that could potentially be controlled in
future by Article 4 Direction:




Installation of new doors and windows; replacement of original timber
windows
Alteration to roofs including changing the roofing material and installing
roof lights;
Removal of original historic fences, railings and walls less than 1m
where next to a public open space or highway.

If introduced, the council would propose that these restrictions would only
affect development that is visible from a public highway.

Figure 17 Boothferry Road Mid-1970s looking west
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Part 5: Proposals for maintaining and monitoring the conservation area
Action plan
As part of the MMP development process it is proposed to develop an action plan to ensure the enhancement of the conservation area. This is likely to
include the following actions on the management of heritage assets and the public realm, (1 – 12 on page 26).

Figure 18 Victoria Street

Figure 19 North Street
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Action
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Managing heritage assets
Determine planning and listed building applications in line with planning policy and
use CA Appraisal and CAMMP in guiding decisions
Photographic condition survey of buildings in the CA every 2 years with update
surveys of affected buildings annually. Surveys could be done more frequently by
the use of volunteers
Enforcement action implemented if necessary, as a result of photographic
condition survey
Regular meetings with Civic Society
Develop priorities and plans for heritage-led improvements and events which will
promote appreciation of the historic environment
Public Realm
Reducing clutter – condition and need for traffic signage, audited on a three-yearly
basis

8

Reducing clutter – where identified, obsolete traffic (and other) signage removed
following audit, encourage provision of appropriate information and waymarking
Monitor condition of existing trees

9

Maintenance of existing plants

10

Public realm proposals/strategy developed for:







11
12

Station forecourt area
 Aire Street/North Street junction
Mariners Street
 Entrance to Wesley Square
Aire Street (to the docks)
 Library/ Market Hall frontages
St John’s Churchyard
 Clock Tower roundabout
Pasture Road junction
 Belgravia
Area to the rear of the Market
 Any new open space opportunities
Hall/link to Wesley Square
Work with owners of key sites and properties to secure frontage improvements
and conversions to commercially viable uses and to maintain and re-instate existing
and lost historic features
Secure grant aid funding from available sources and use to secure improvements to
the condition and appearance of buildings and to bolster property values and
encourage suitable use
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Cost

Responsibility

Year

Within existing
budgets
Within existing
budgets/resources

ERYC - Development Management
team
ERYC- Conservation Team,
volunteers

Ongoing
2016
onwards

Within existing
budgets
Within existing
budgets
External funding to
be sought

ERYC – Enforcement teams within
departments
ERYC Conservation Team

As need
arises
six monthly

Goole Local Growth Partnership

2018/19
onwards

Within existing
budgets – revenue
and capital
Within existing
budgets
Within existing
budgets
Within existing
budgets
Capital Programme
And External funding
to be sought

ERYC – Streetscene (Traffic and
Parking)

2018/19
onwards

ERYC – Streetscene (Traffic and
Parking)
ERYC – tree officer, planning,
Streetscene & volunteers
ERYC – Streetscene

As per I&F
schedules
Bi-annually

Goole Local Growth Partnership

2018/19
onwards

ERYC/Goole Local Growth
Partnership

2018/19
onwards

ERYC/Goole Local Growth
Partnership

2019
onwards

External funding
opportunities to be
sought
External funding
opportunities to be
sought

Annually

Monitoring
Regular monitoring of the condition, character and use of the conservation area is vital to ensure that change is being managed, where possible and it is being
sufficiently protected, conserved and enhanced.
There is a real risk that the special characteristics contributing to the conservation area could be lost or eroded by incremental changes, therefore, a
combination of regular monitoring and enforcement action is required. The monitoring that the council proposes to undertake, with significant voluntary
participation if possible, is included in the monitoring and maintenance section set out below. These measures will be used to monitor and provide an analysis
of the impact of East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s approach to managing the special character and appearance of the Goole Town Conservation Area.

A1
A2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7

C1

C2

Heritage Assets
No. of listed Buildings:
8
No. of unlisted Buildings of Merit (data not collected yet)
Heritage at Risk
No. of listed buildings on at risk register
1
No. of un-listed buildings in need of repair
49
% of buildings retaining some original window(s) and/or door(s)
31.5%
% of buildings vacant
13.3%
% of buildings part vacant
6.1%
Conservation area at risk?
Y
Total no. of buildings/sites surveyed
181
Contribution of buildings to conservation area
Condition of buildings
Good
*
Average
*
Poor
*
Varied
*
Signage:
Positive
*
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8
1
56
30.4%
14.7%
9.7%
Y
184
68
82
34
0
37

2024

2022

2020

Measurement

2018

Ref

2016

The monitoring indicators build upon those used by Historic England in their Heritage Counts reports. These reports have been produced each year since
2002 and present annual surveys of the state of each region’s historic environment. Each indicator will be monitored and reported through the Annual
Monitoring Report produced by ERYC.

Comments

Neutral
Negative
Varied
n/a

*
*
*
*

71
28
0
48

*
*
*

48
104
32

7
86%
0
0%
4
100%
7
100%
1
3
1
0
2
0

2
100%
1
100%
0
0%
1
100%
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
11
5
0
0
2
2
13

Impact of buildings:
C3

D1
D2
D3

D4

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9

Positive
Neutral
Detrimental
Positive Managing
No. of applications for planning permission determined, including demolition
% approved
No. of applications for listed building consent determined
% approved
No. of applications for advertising consent determined
% approved
No. of enforcement cases investigated
% resolved
Untidy land and buildings (Section 215)
Planning
Listed Building
Repair/Urgent repair notice
Advert (Discontinuance notice)
Other
Enhancing the historic environment
No. of buildings offered grant assistance
No. of buildings successfully repaired with grant assistance
No of schemes carried out by private sector minor
No of schemes carried out by private sector major
No of schemes carried out with ERYC/Partnership funding minor
No of schemes carried out with ERYC/Partnership funding major
No of shopfronts repaired
No of shopfronts replaced/improved
No of adverts improved
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2016 & 2018 no
notices served

No grant assistance
available 2016-2018
No grant assistance
available 2016-2018

Part 6: Appendices
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
Goole Civic Society
Goole Local Growth Partnership
Goole Town Council
Highways England
Historic England
Marine Management Organisation
Natural England
Network Rail
Environment Agency
Yorkshire Water

Appendix 1: Consultation and adoption process
The intention was for this plan to be adopted by the Cabinet after a period
of consultation with the public, owners and local bodies. This has now
been completed and the document has been adopted.

Target dates
Approval to consult: - CMT – 11 February 2019
Consultation period: - 28 - 42 days (May/Jun 2019)
Analysis of feedback: - Nov/Dec 2019
CAMMP revision: - Nov/Dec 2019
Adoption through Cabinet: - Feb 2020

The comments received and analysis can be viewed if required.
After adoption, the plan will continue to be reviewed regularly, with
additional consultation as appropriate.

East Riding of Yorkshire Council have consulted throughout the process of
drafting the MMP for Goole Town Conservation Area. Input from
stakeholders during this process has helped to shape and refine the
document. In order to reach as wide an audience as possible we used a
range of methods, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 2: Listed building entries
Police Station and Court House, Estcourt Terrace
Lock Up (former Petty Motors), Cross Street
Adam Street Garage and adjacent building
2 Adam Street
Royal Hotel, Aire Street
The Lowther, Aire Street
Mackintosh and adjacent property No 11, Aire Street
Church of St John, Church Street

A drop-in consultation event
Online consultation via the council website (www.eastriding.gov.uk)
Press and Radio
Email contact with statutory consultees
Direct consultation with landowners, occupiers and residents

Key stakeholders, who were invited to respond to the consultation phase
included:
Associated British Ports
Business in Goole
Canal & River Trust
Church of England
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II
II
II
II
II
II*
II
II

Appendix 3: Contribution of buildings to the conservation area (2018/19 assessments)
As part of the MMP an analysis of conservation area properties and their contribution to the character of the townscape has been completed. This provides a
baseline for monitoring the conservation area in future (March 2016 data – updated 2018/19).
Note 1: Those entries shown with an asterisk (*) are Listed Buildings.
Note 2: The shop names given are those that applied when the survey was updated (2018) and may be subject to change over time.
Address

Name

The Coachhouse *
2*
Kenning DIY *
Substation
Funky Monkey Club
Garage/Warehouse
11 *
19 *
21-25
27-29
31
33
35
37
39
41
46-48 (Inc Adjacent)
50 – 52
54

Taste of China
A2B Taxis
Aldam House
Phoenix House
SGP (Signs)

Italian Restaurant
Sowerby Accountants
First Avenue Training

Condition
(good,
average,
poor)
Adam St
Good
Poor
Poor
Good
Good
Poor
Aire St
Average
Average
Good
Average
Average
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Average
Good
Good
Good
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Signage
(positive,
neutral
negative)

Impact
(positive,
neutral,
negative)

Vacancy

Positive
n/a
n/a
n/a
Neutral
n/a

Positive
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Negative

Occupied
Occupied FF
Occupied
n/a
Occupied
Part occupied

Neutral
Neutral
n/a
n/a
Neutral
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Positive
Negative
n/a
Positive

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Negative
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Positive

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Part occupied
Part occupied
Occupied FF
Unoccupied
Part occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied

56
60
62
64 – 66
68
70
Lowther Hotel *
13 *
58
7-9 *
2
4
5
6-7
Masonic Hall
100
102
104 - 106
108
11
110 - 112
114 - 116
118
118A
11A
120
122
124 - 130
13
15
16 – 18

Kingsway Carpets
Former John Hughes Insurance
Black & Red
Former Walthams (now flat conv.)
Former Clegg & Son
The Jailhouse

Good
Average
Poor
Average
Average
Good
Good
Mackintosh Arms
Poor
The Drake
Good
The Royal Hotel
Poor
Belgravia
Ramsdens
Average
Townend Clegg
Good
Good
Good
Average
Boothferry Road
Good
Goole Times
Good
Hospice Shop
Average
Tanning Studio
Average
Shoe Zone
Poor
Cash Converters
Good
Simply Home Int
Good
Salvation Army
Good
Building Control Part
Good
Former Carphone Warehouse
Poor
Dhillons
Good
Fullers
Good
Former Sainsbury’s
Poor
Nat West
Good
Former Vodaphone
Average
Average
30

Neutral
n/a
n/a
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral

Positive
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral

Occupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied

Negative
Neutral
Positive
n/a
Positive

Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Positive

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied

Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Positive
n/a
n/a

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Negative
Positive
Neutral
Neutral

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied GF
Occupied GF
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Part Occupied
Occupied
GF Unoccupied
Part occupied
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19
2
20
25
22
27
24
26
28
30
31
32 – 34
33
35-39
36
41
31A
40
42-44
43
45
47
49-51
5
50
52-54
56
53-55
58
57
60
62

Cheeky Smokes
Cancer Research
Fat Boys
British Heart Foundation
Former Barclays
Diva
EE
Extreme Vapes
Nationwide
Former Yorkshire Eyewear
Bet Fred
Former Santander
Former We R Cards
Thomas Baker
Former Store 21
Chappelow News
Tiger Nutrition
HFE Style Appliances
Supreme Coffee
Iceland
Former Jewellers
The Coffee Lounge
U Phone
Domino’s
Former Fullers now Gift Shop
Subway
Cards and Gifts
Tui
Excellent Cafe
Timpson
Bon Marche (closing)
Halifax
Former Dorothy Perkins

Good
Average
Average
Average
Good
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Good
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Poor
Good
Average
Average
Poor
Average
Average
Average
Good
Good
Average
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Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Negative
Positive
n/a
Positive
Negative
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
n/a
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Negative
Negative
Positive
Positive
n/a

Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neural
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied GF
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied

64
65
66
67 Old Station Hotel
68
68A
69
7
70
71 – 73
75
77
78 – 80
79
81
82
83
84
85
85A
86
87
88 – 90
89 – 93
92
94 – 98
Goole Railway Station

Superdrug
TSB
Savers
Betfred Health Trainers & Tattooists
Specsavers
Robson Usher
S&D Recruitment
Arthur Reed
Costa
Former Emmaus
Yorkshire Eyewear
Former Sporting Arena
Barber in Colour
Screetons
Fosters
Mobility
La Bodrum
Pauls Cushions & Carpets
Royal Canton
Just Gents
C.G. Coggrave Pharmacy
E.Y Therapy Clinic
Former Pasikonik Supermarket
Mega Bet
Bailey Employment Services
Milners
Waiting Room
Station as a whole

Market Hall
6–8

The Old George

1

Calder Cottage

Average
Average
Average
Good
Average
Average
Average
Average
Good
Average
Average
Average
Good
Good
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Average
Average
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Average
Good
Calder St
Good
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Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Positive
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Positive

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied

n/a

Positive

Occupied

16
18
20
20B
21
22
24
26 – 28
3A
Carlisle Chambers 8 14
Conservative Club 2
Goole Library

Elizabeth Home Care
Pro Styling
B & L Barber
Highlights

Glyn Cowling
Townends

1
Capricorn Nightclub
Rear Of
J Petty Motors
Goole *
R A O B Club
1
1
Church Hall
5
Council Offices &
Bank Chambers
Dock House
Land South Of 5
St Johns The
Evangelist C Of E *

Carlisle St
Average
Average
Good
Average
Good
Good
Good
Average
Poor
Good

Neutral
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
n/a
n/a
Neutral
Negative
Neutral

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied

Average
Good
Carter St
Average
Chapel St
Poor

Positive
Neutral

Neutral
Negative

Unoccupied
Occupied

n/a

Negative

Occupied

n/a

Neutral

Part unoccupied

Average

Negative

Neutral

Occupied

n/a
n/a

Negative
Neutral

Unoccupied
Occupied

Neutral
Positive
Rear negative
Neutral to
Positive

Occupied
Occupied

Good

Neutral
Positive to
Negative
Neutral

Average
Poor

Neutral
n/a

Neutral
Open Space

Average

Positive

Positive

Occupied
Unoccupied P/P for
temporary building
Occupied

Poor
Average
Church St
Morgan and Quinn Showroom
Average
Includes derelict section at rear.
Average

Morgan & Quinn Carpets
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Occupied

Estcourt Car Sales
Castaway House
Estcourt House
Former Kingdom Hall
Jehovah’s Witnesses
Former Goole
Magistrates Court *
Goole Police Station *
Estcourt Chambers
M A T S Car Sales
Hartley House
Revive Church
City and County
10
12
14
16
2
4
6
Land To The Rear 10
- 16
Leisure Centre Car
Park
Methodist Church
North Street Retail
Park
1

Estcourt Street
Average
Music Theatre
Good
Townends
Good
Now Passion Beauty Salon
Average

Negative
Positive
Neutral
Negative

Negative
Positive
Neutral
Negative

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied

n/a

Positive

Occupied

Positive
Positive

Positive
Positive

Occupied
Occupied

n/a
Neutral
Neutral

Negative
Neutral
Neutral

Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied

Positive
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Neutral
n/a
n/a
n/a

Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Negative
Negative
Neutral

Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied

Good

Neutral

Open Space

Occupied

Average
Good

Neutral
Neutral

Neutral
Neutral

Occupied
Occupied

n/a

Neutral

Occupied

Estcourt Terrace
Good
Good
Good
Mariners Street
Average
Hartley’s - brick and stone sections
Average
Good
North St
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Rock Fitness
Good
(Part of The Arcade)
Poor
(Part of The Arcade)
Poor
Poor
Heptonstall’s Solicitors

Flats

Paradise Place
Average
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Dock House
Dock View 1
Crystal Hand Car
Wash
HiQ Services Limited
Railway Buildings
1-15
Site Of Old Custom
House
4-18 and 1-17
19
Yorkshire Bank
The Old Post Office
2
4
3
6
5
8
10
12
16/16A
The Hall
18A
18B
18C

St Johns Street
Average
Italian Restaurant/Mission Trinity
Good
Stanhope Street
Average
Bathroom shop and flats

n/a
Neutral

Neutral
Positive

Occupied
Occupied

Negative

Negative

Occupied

Average
Good

Neutral
Positive

Neg/Neutral
Positive

Occupied
Occupied

Poor

n/a

Negative

Unoccupied

The Arcade
Internal to the Arcade
Poor
Fronts North Street
Poor
Victoria Street
Current being converted to a wine
Good
bar
Currently being converted to flats
Poor
Club
Poor
(see The Arcade)
Average
Former Toffs Barbers
Good
Glyn Cowling See 3a Carlisle Street
Average
(see The Arcade)
Average
Price Furnishing
Good
East Riding Mobility
Average
Alan Dowding Accountants
Average
Average
Good
Pre School
Good
Motor Services
Average
Salon Deluxe
Average
Barber Tanning
Average
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n/a
n/a

Negative
Negative

Unoccupied
Unoccupied

n/a

Positive

Occupied

n/a
n/a
n/a
Positive
Neutral
n/a
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
n/a
n/a
Positive
n/a
Negative
Neutral

Neutral
Negative
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Unoccupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied
Occupied

Shop Front Guide
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